
YOGA
i n  t h e  d e e p  e n d

This layer is our innermost, densest layer of being and it's known as "bliss" or "joy".  For so many
of us, we live constantly pursuing joy - - - the job that makes us happy, the relationship that
lights us up, the house and car and closet full of things, each one purchased with the intention of
bring more bliss. 

What if we stopped living based on our pursuit of joy? What if we instead realized there is a layer
of joy already at play within us without any particular experience needed to activate it?

The bliss of anandamaya kosha is always with us but it is the most subtle and esoteric layer of
being so it is easy to miss or ignore. The Taittiriya Upanishad says it is experienced as happiness,
delight, equanimity and bliss. It defines the kosha as having the shape or form of a person with
love as its head, joy as its right wing and delight as its left wing, bliss as its trunk and Brahman (
as its support or foundation.  

ANANDAMAYA KOSHA

This week we've worked throughthe five layers of koshas - physical, energy, mind,
wisdom, and joy. Remember the goal is not to transcend the body and move to mind or

move past wisdom to joy. These layers are meant to work together and be equally
balanced in our lives. And yet, the layers do not make the whole. Even bliss is

considered a layer to "Atman" - our true self, our whole self.

There's more here to explore if you are interested. 
This is the work of growing as a "yogi"....

THE LAYERS MAKE THE WHOLE?

Day FOUR - Connect & Be Free 

HOW DO I FIND BLISS?

Samadhi Meditation - a meditation on bliss 
Bhakti Yoga - a yoga of devotion which might call in your spiritual or religious beliefs (yes they
can co-exist with a yoga practice)
Karma Yoga - selfless service. serving our communities and the greater good

Full disclosure: I don't walk around feeling bliss all the time and I've been practicing yoga for 20
years. In fact right now life is pretty stressful and my ananamaya kosha feels out of reach more often
than not. This is why my yoga practice is so valuable - because witout it I would not be able to "self
check" and remember that joy IS part of my constitution. 

So how can we find joy when we don't feel joyful?  Yoga gives us three ways:

1.
2.

3.



connect & Be Free

When was the last time you thought of 

your "being" as pure joy or bliss?  What were the

circumstances around that and how did that feel?

If you rely on external elements to "trigger" joy - what are 

the normal things you turn to? No judgement here but it's

good to note where we turn right now when we want to

create the emotion of feeling of joy...



Connect & be free
While we don't want to "throw away" our external

possessions & relationships that trigger joy - to grow as

yogis we must examine what happens if or when those go away. Did

you feel a connection to anandamaya kosha today? How can you

continue to cultivate a relationship with this layer?

I offered three paths - meditation, spiritual devotion and  selfless

service.  Which of these feels most natural for you?

Connection is the key to freedom - this means by connecting to others

and understanding how we "fit" into the world around us, we rely less on

external triggers to feel joy. This gives us freedom!  How can you

"connect" to the world around? What do you feel is your calling?  it's ok

not to know for sure...  


